
Announcing the release of 

• Enhanced Email Integration
• Sorting for Document Hit Lists
• In-trays and Filing improvements
• Additional User Defined Flags
• Auto Import of Document Metadata
• Additional Support for WAN / Internet Connection
• Import Inclusion and Exclusion Lists
• Web Search Interface Improvements
• Faster OCR
• Stability and Resilience Improvements
• Extended Search API Functionality

At a glance:

The release of 5.2 builds on the already rich functionality provided in PowerRetrieve versions v5.0 and 5.1.

User feedback has resulted in the development of the following new features.

By default, PowerRetrieve displays the 
Original Filename in the document hit list, 
and the list can be sorted on this field. Now 
users are able to select the field that should 
be displayed in the document hit list allowing 
them to sort the documents by any of the 
properties that have been assigned to the 
documents.

Sorting Document Hit Lists:

v5.2



Auto import of document file and summary properties
File properties and document summary properties may now be imported with the document, along with absolute 
and relative paths.

File properties are imported from 
the Windows file system.  Document 
summary properties are imported 
from the information embedded in 
the document (e.g. the summary 
information added to Microsoft 
Word documents).
These properties may be imported as 
a group into a single PowerRetrieve 
property field, or individually into 
their own fields.

Multi-select email and print
We have had requests from a number of users to enhance PowerRetrieve’s document print and email functionality 
to support multi selection.  You are now able to highlight any number of documents and send them to print or email 
together.

With email, you are able to select; the name of the attachment, the page range to email, whether document annotations 
should be included in PDF email attachment, and if the annotations should be made permanent (flattened).  You can 
even choose to send the original file as the email attachment rather than the PDF rendering.

Entire folder structures may be imported with the absolute or relative paths of each document recorded in a 
property field.  This may be critical if the folder structure represents key information such as client name or 
document type.



New ‘Request licences for:’ section in the Application Options
Users now have the ability to select which licences should be requested when the user interface starts.

For example, if you are opening 
PowerRetrieve exclusively to 
perform Administration functions, 
you can choose not to request a 
Search licence, thereby leaving the 
search licence free for other users.

Increased number of Document Flags
The ability to mark documents with coloured flags to indicate a document’s status has always been an extremely 
useful feature.

We have now extended the number of user definable flags from 8 to 16.

New ‘Save Changes’ button and ‘Received Date’ in the In-trays
The use of PowerRetrieve In-Trays, alongside Flags and Notes enables controlled, secure, and streamlined 
management of business processes, such as credit control, sales order processing, document authorisation and 
quality control.

Additional functionality has now been added to the ‘In-trays and Filing’ section of the user interface to allow users 
to save the information they have applied to documents (such as property field values, annotations, page rotations, 
Document Folder targets) – without having to file the document.  This allows information to be added incrementally 
as it becomes available.

We have also added a ‘Received Date’ column (in addition to the date the document was imported) to indicate when 
the document arrived in the user’s In-tray.



Inclusion list option added to Document Import
File type exclusion lists have always been available in the PowerRetrieve auto import functionality.  This has 
proved to be a useful way of excluding undesirable document types.  We have now added the ability to define the 
document types that should be included.

In the above example, all documents with the ‘.doc’ file extension will be imported unless the filename begins with 
‘projectx’.  

Inclusion lists are available in the Document Import user interface as well as the Import Definition for auto import.

New Export Report Function

A new option added to Fileroom Administration.  Choose to export a basic report based on information stored in 
your selected File Cabinet, Group Folder or Document Folder.  This includes the following for each document in the 
selected location: 

Internal database ID;  Page Count; File extension;  Original File size;  PDF File size;  Folder;  Original Filename;  Created 
date;  any Property Fields.

You also have the option to export 
annotation information (text-based) 
as well as any notes that have been 
added.  When you choose to do so, 
these appear as extra columns in 
your spreadsheet.

The output .csv file may be opened in 
Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

Special ‘Slow connection’ operation mode
We have noted that a number of our customers have regional offices connecting to a central head office over a 
WAN or the Internet.   Limited bandwidth presents performance challenges especially when opening and viewing 
documents.  To help with this we have introduced a special ‘Slow connection’ operation mode in the client software.

When ‘Slow connection’ is 
enabled larger fragments are 
displayed in the document hit 
list and documents are not 
downloaded until the user clicks 
on them.



Web Search User Interface Enhancment
Users have always been able to choose to view the PDF rendering of their documents with or without colour coded 
hit highlights.  We have now added an additional option to download the document in its original file format.

Improved OCR speed

Depending on server specifications, OCR speed may be increased by greater than 10%.

New version of the REST API

Available on port 8004.  Supports the following new functionality:
• Anonymous login
• Browse
• Update document (properties/notes/document location). 

Coming Soon …

v5.3
We are already working on finalising the v5.3 release of PowerRetrieve.

Version 5.3 will include major enhancements to our search technology, 
to support:

• Numeric range queries
• Date range queries
• Wild Card queries

Watch this space!
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